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The Summer of Uncertainty 
by Rabbi Kirshner

When I last wrote to you in May and June, my engines were turning to idle and I was looking 
forward to recharging over the summer while in Israel. Little did I know that the world, as we 
know it, would begin to unravel. Since June, ISIS has become more potent and has continued 
on its crusade of murder and destruction forcing conversion to Islam or instant death. The 
Ukraine has become the graveyard of innocent passengers of a commercial jet flying to the 
Far East and unrest in that region has grown significantly. 

Hamas has chosen to wage war on Israel mainly to unify other actors in the region and to 
earn wages for themselves, since the unity government was formed. This war, Operation 
Protective Edge, has uncovered terror tunnels built by Hamas engineers with the singular 
purpose of wreaking horror and murder on innocent Israeli civilians from within 
internationally undisputed Israeli territory. Protective Edge also confirmed that in Hamas’ 
arsenal of weaponry, they have amassed more than 10,000 rockets and long range rockets 
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which put more than 85% of Israel’s civilian population within reach of Hamas’ murderous 
goals. This war - which at the time I pen this letter to you has reignited as if it were a ball 
game that was delayed by rain – has stoked a wicked rash of anti-semitism and anti Zionism 
worldwide. 

From Berlin to Paris to London, and even to U.S. cities such as Chicago, marches that look, 
sound and feel like pogroms have been running rampant. Calling for death to Israel and 
death to Jews. Worshippers in Paris were holed up in a synagogue for fear of death if they 
stepped out on the street. 

In my estimation, the most painful salt in the wound of this episode has been the unfair, 
unprofessional and unbalanced reporting in most media outlets sympathizing with Hamas 
– a full fledged and recognized terrorist organization – and unjustly criticizing Israel. At 
times through this operation, there have been clear gaps of understanding  between Israel 
and the United States, which while dangerous at times of peace and stability, are only 
intensified as our enemies, shared and separate will seek to pounce on that divide. 

The situation was so dire and uncertain that as a Temple we were compelled to postpone 
our bi-annual Family trip to Israel. That was one of the saddest days of my rabbinate. 

I have yet to find the words to address the preposterous claims and accusations slung at 
Israel by the United Nations during this process. It is inexplicable.

Meanwhile, rallies in New York and New Jersey, along with other major cities in the world, 
gathered hundreds of thousands of people collectively to stand with Israel. Countless 
solidarity missions have taken off to Israel loaded with supplies and love for soldiers and 
people living in the South who have been under constant barrage of rocket attacks. 

Think about this statistic: 3100 rockets were shot from Gaza in a five week time frame. 
That is more than 100 rockets per day. 

Three months ago, when winding down the year, this is the very last thing I thought we, 
as a global community, would be facing. Traditionally, this message at this time of the 
year is about new beginnings and starting over again. I encourage us to hear the Shofar 
and ground ourselves in making right that which is wrong. We plan for our seats for the 
holidays, I work on sermons and we make our invitation lists to share apples and honey. It 
is hard for me to get my mind there now. I know the calendar says we should, but my heart 
is in the East, with Israel and Jews facing persecution worldwide. For the first time in my 
life, I feel like our collective future is more uncertain than ever. And while personally, we 
can be steadfast in making plans for kids going back to school, putting our noses to the 
grindstone for work and all of the individual responsibilities we have – and we should – we 
must feel the tension and discomfort of uncertainty. We must realize that we have a voice 
and we need to use it. We are required to think of brothers and sisters in the IDF and their 
families and the personal and global uncertainty they are living with. To not consider them 
and have them in our daily consciousness and in our hearts would be selfish and un-Jewish

This tension and discomfort of uncertainty is the essence of the High Holiday Season. I am 
sad that the world’s temperature is forcing us to be in this place and pained that I cannot 
share a direct message for being certain of our shared future. Perhaps, that is the emotion 
that will drive us to live our lives to the fullest and make the most impact in our world. I 
hope so.

Dori and our kids join me in wishing you and yours a year of health and meaning. I know 
you join me in praying of the welfare of our fellow IDF soldiers and for peace for all of 
Israel. May this year of 5755 be THE year to bring certainty to the uncertain and direction 
in our time of communal challenge.

Shana Tova.

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

a letteR fRom ouR RaBBi
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Rabbi Alex Freedman  
Assistant Rabbi

How to Keep Warm in the Sukkah

Embracing Unity, Love & Compassion

The Jewish Holidays are never on time.  Sometimes they feel early  
(last year), while other times they seem late (this year).

This deferment may be most noticeable during Sukkot (beginning October 8th) 
because we must go outside to eat our meals in the Sukkah.

I hope that you and I bundle up and take comfort in this discomfort, if you will.

We go outside as the weather turns cold to make a few statements:

First, our real protection comes not in the form of walls and heaters, but in the 
form of relationships.  Surrounded by friends, family, and G-d, we demonstrate 
that material possessions are secondary to community and faith.

Second, we remember that many people in our world – and some not even so far 
away – also lack physical shelter. We cannot forget our duty to ensure that all 
people deserve to sleep indoors. And we should be grateful that we do.

Third, we recall the frequent physical discomforts of Jews throughout the 
generations, to note how far we’ve come and to re-orient ourselves to our 
traditions. Sukkot just wouldn’t feel the same if meals were indoors.

This Sukkot please join me in heading into the cool weather with hot soup and 
warm company. 

Chag Sameach!

Rabbi Freedman

Cantor Israel Singer 

a letteR fRom ouR assistaNt RaBBi

a letteR fRom ouR caNtOR

From ancient times to the present we’ve always witnessed how the  
hardest of pasts bring forth the best of futures. 

 Two events, deeply engraved in the Jewish collective memory illustrate this:  
following the destruction of the Holy Temple, the Messianic idea took hold and 
the Judaism that we know today began to take shape; after the terrible period of 
the Holocaust, the State of Israel was born and a new Jewish history was written 
in the archives of nations.  Wherever there was a curse, a blessing of far higher 
magnitude immediately followed.  

As always was the case, our faith in G-d the Almighty can grant us the power to 
make us stronger, better and happier.  We know that He watches over us from 
above and we have the complete faith in Him that He craves to reside amongst 
us.  It is the unity of His children, through an unshaken love we bestow upon each 
other, that invites Him to dwell amongst us and bless us with all the good that He 
can give us and all the blessings that we can take from Him.

As the New Year approaches I wish and pray that this coming year be the best 
we’ve ever had.  May we learn how to disavow hate and conflict and how to 
embrace friendship and love.  May we heed the call of Hashem for unity and 
compassion, for greatness and inspiration.  May this coming year bring us total 
happiness, health and wealth, and may we achieve in this coming year everything 
we ever wished for in all the years past.

Shanah Tovah, 
Cantor Israel Singer
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B’Nai MitzVahs

Isabella Williams

 

daughter of Rachel & tom Wil-
liams

sister of ivy

 

Ki tavo 

September 13, 2014

Tamara is an 8th grader at Cresskill Middle School, where her favorite 
subjects are English and Science. Her favorite free time activities are soccer, 
reading, and traveling to new countries.

For her Kesher Olam, Tamara volunteered at the Rockleigh Jewish Home. 
Tamara writes, “Helping and giving back should be part of everyone’s jour-
ney; no matter who you are, you can always help someone in need. My Bat 
Mitzvah was held at Yad Vashem where I was twinned with Eisabeth Abig-
ael Pakkedrager who perished in the Holocaust before reaching her 12th 
birthday. Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is important to me because it means I 
am now a Jewish woman. It also gives me a basis for when I’m older so I 
can continue to practice my religion.”

Tamara Elaine Kramer

 

daughter of Chareen & Robert 
Kramer

sister of daniel 
 

 masei 

July 20, 2014 in Israel

Justin is an 8th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where his favorite 
subjects are Math & Science. His favorite free time activity is basketball.

For his Kesher Olam, Justin is teaching autistic kids to play basketball. Jus-
tin writes, “I feel I will make a difference in these kids’ lives. Every day I play 
basketball, and I wanted to have other kids experience the fun of competing 
that I love so much. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is so important to me because 
today I am a man. I will carry on the traditions and responsibilities that 
connect us from past generations. The education I have received at Solomon 
Schechter has given me the values to lead a more ethical and moral life. My 
Jewish education has given me a strong bond with Israel and has defined me 
as the person I am today.”

Justin Yehuda

 

son of dana & golan Yehuda

brother of lindsey

 

Ki teitzei 

September 6, 2014

Ezra is an 8th grader at the Elizabeth Morrow School where his favorite 
subjects are History and Science. His favorite free time activities are ice 
hockey (goalie), lacrosse, photography, and hanging out with my two 
brothers and my friends.

For his Kesher Olam, Ezra taught an elderly woman how to use Skype 
through Jewish Family Service. He also met with residents at the Jewish 
Home at Rockleigh with his dog, Alex. Ezra writes, “I am really excited to 
have my Bar Mitzvah in Israel, especially because I am sharing the day with 
my two first cousins.  Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is important to me because 
it makes me feel a part of a greater Jewish community.  I feel so lucky to be 
able to celebrate my Bar Mitzvah in Jerusalem as countless Jews have done 
before me.”  

Ezra Hunter 

 

son of teddi & ted hunter

brother of ethan & aiden 
 

 

pinchas 

July 7, 2014 in Israel

Isabella is a seventh grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her 
favorite subjects are Math, Art, and Science. Her favorite free time activities 
are Tae kwon doh (black belt), playing guitar, singing, soccer, and acting.

For her Kesher Olam, Isabella volunteers at the Ruff Rehab, an organization 
that rescues and adopts out puppies and dogs. She volunteers on Sundays 
and help take care of the dogs, walk them, clean up after them, and play with 
them. Most importantly, she helps get them adopted by caring families so 
that they end up in good homes. Isabella writes, “My Jewish education has 
been and will continue to be of great value throughout my life.  I will always 
know that I have this connection to the Jewish religion and have my roots in 
a culture that dates back centuries. When I practice the traditions and laws 
of Judaism, I am proud that I have this ability to connect with people and 
different parts of the religion that others may not be able to do if they do 
not have the proper education.
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Mia is a seventh grader at Columbia Grammar and Preparatory School 
where her favorite subjects are Math and Social Studies. Her favorite free 
time activities are singing, acting, skiing, and tennis.

Mia writes, “Judaism is a part of who I am. I love celebrating Jewish holidays 
where my whole family gets together and honors traditions that have been 
practiced for thousands of years. I am proud to be Jewish. Judaism has given 
me an identity and a connection not just to my family but to people all over 
the world.”

Mia Faye Harris

 

daughter of Cheryl & brian harris

sister of max 

netzavim-Vayeilech 

havdallah 

September 13, 2014

Ryan is an 8th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are Social Studies, Math, and Science. His favorite free time activities are 
basketball, tennis, and piano.

For his Kesher Olam, Ryan went to the Rockleigh Jewish Home and played 
piano for the residents. Ryan writes, “It connected to the world in various 
ways. First of all, the residents were able to relate to the music even in their 
different physical limitations. It allowed me to use my skills to do something 
good for others. I brought smiles to their faces and that gave me a feeling 
of joy knowing I can make their lives a little bit better. It’s important to 
me because I’m keeping up the traditions and following in the footsteps of 
my parents and grandparents and for all the relatives that perished in the 
Holocaust. It helped me learn about my culture and heritage, and instill the 
morals that I should live my life by.”

Ryan Edward Horowitz

 

son of andrea & Craig horowitz

brother of grant

  

 
netzavim-Vayeilech 

September 20, 2014

Samantha is a 7th grader at Demarest Middle School where her favorite 
subjects are Science, Language Arts, and Reading. Her favorite free time 
activities are soccer, tennis, shopping, and fashion.

For her Kesher Olam, Samantha did activities with kids at Kaplen JCC on 
the Palisades. There, she interacted with kids and participated in programs 
like arts and crafts. Samantha writes, “It is a good bonding experience with 
my Jewish community. Becoming a bat mitzvah means that I will embrace 
my commitment to Judaism. Learning about my religion is really important 
because it is our history of how it all started.”

Samantha Taylor Marks 

 

daughter of Jill & daniel marks

sister of Chase matthew   
 

netzavim-Vayeilec 

September 20, 2014

Georgia is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her favor-
ite subjects are Art, Language Arts, and Musical Theater Arts. Her favorite 
free time activities are dance, drawing, video production, and basketball.

For her Kesher Olam, Georgia has had the opportunity to make a differ-
ence in people’s lives by delivering meals and homemade challahs, visiting 
with her therapy dog, interviewing Holocaust survivors, and teaching 
computer skills. Georgia writes, “Becoming a Bat-Mitzvah is important to 
me because it signifies my becoming a woman.  I look forward to lighting 
my own Shabbat candles every Friday and continuing this and many other 
traditions from generation to generation.”

Georgia Rose Danzger

 

daughter of sharon  
& neil danzger

sister of ben, adam & daniel 
 

shabbat hh’m sukkot 

October 11, 2014
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B’Nai MitzVahs

Jordan Leah Janowski

 

daughter of Jill & Joseph 
Janowski

sister of Jacob & natalie

 

Rosh Chodesh Cheshvan 
noah

October 25, 2014

Keren is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her favorite 
subjects are Math, Language Arts, Social Studies, and Gym. Her favorite 
free time activities are reading, singing, guitar, and acting.

Keren writes, “Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is a milestone in my life that I will 
never forget because I am on my way to becoming a responsible adult. My 
education and upbringing have effected me in a way that is leading me to 
use my Jewish values as guiding principles in my life and always being close 
to and supportive of the state of Israel.”

Keren Miriam Makleff

 

daughter of shlomit & gil makleff

sister of matan 
 

beresheet 

October 18, 2014

Gwenyth is an 8th grader at Cresskill Middle School where her favorite subjects are 
Algebra, Science, and Italian. Her favorite free time activities are tennis and skiing. 
She also hosted a sports stand to raise money which will be donated to the Special 
Olympics and for the State of Israel.

For her Kesher Olam, Gwenyth participated in the Adaptive Sports Foundation at 
Wyndham Mountain that helps raise money for disabled children through various ski 
races. Gwenyth writes, “Becoming a Bat Mitzvah has a special meaning to me because 
it has allowed me to reflect upon the importance of Judaism to my family and to our 
Russian heritage. I reflected on all aspects of Judaism and how I can become a better 
Jew living a more significant Jewish life with more value. My Jewish education will 
always be valuable to me throughout my life just like all my Jewish values. Whether I 
am taught at home or at Hebrew school, I will take my Jewish knowledge everywhere I 
go and in every step of my adult Jewish life. My Jewish education at Temple Emanu-El 
has also strengthened my understanding, appreciation and love for the State of Israel, 
which I hope to visit real soon.”

Gwenyth Gorfin

 

daughter of Karina & eugene 
gorfin

sister of Jacqueline 
 

beresheet 

October 18, 2014

Jordan is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her favorite 
subjects are Math and English. Her favorite free time activity is basketball.

For her Kesher Olam, Jordan is raising money and awareness for the children 
of Sderot. She will run a carnival with the help of the INF, in addition to 
a basketball tournament. Jordan writes, “My Kesher Olam project is very 
meaningful to me because I will be helping kids stay safe and have a normal 
childhood. Becoming a Bat Mitzvah means that I am not responsible for 
not only myself, but for others. My Jewish education gives me the values and 
foundation that I live by.”

Lilliana is a seventh grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her favorite sub-
jects are History and Navi. Her favorite free time activity is dance.

For her Kesher Olam, Lilliana worked at a summer camp called Camp Shalom. It is 
a camp for disabled children. In addition, she has been performing at senior centers 
such as the Jewish Home in Rockleigh with her dance team.

Lilliana Pearl Silver

 

daughter of dara silver 
and Jeffrey silver z”l

sister of david 

 

Rosh Chodesh Cheshvan 
noah

October 25, 2014
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Rachel is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her favorite 
subjects are Language Arts and Social Studies. Her favorite free time activi-
ties are softball, gymnastics, soccer, and reading.

For her Kesher Olam, Rachel volunteered to help children in challenger 
baseball and at Temple Emanu-El’s Hebrew school. Rachel writes, “I love 
playing softball, so helping other children play was really important to me.   
I also enjoyed using what I have learned at SSDS to help the teachers at the 
Hebrew School.”

Rachel Elizabeth  
Lawrence

 

daughter of barbara &  
brian lawrence

sister of samantha & Joshua 

lech lecha 

November 1, 2014

Samantha is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her favor-
ite subjects are Gym and Math. Her favorite free time activities are swim-
ming, softball, and basketball.

For her Kesher Olam, Samantha assisted the teachers at Temple Emanu-El’s 
Hebrew School. Samantha writes, “Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is important 
to me because it means that I am more responsible and in control of my ac-
tions.  Attending SSDS has given me a great Jewish education, which will be 
very useful when I go on the school’s eighth grade trip to Israel.  It will also 
allow me to understand various Jewish laws and participate fully in holiday 
celebrations.”

Samantha Lawrence

 

daughter of barbara &  
brian lawrence

sister of Rachel & Joshua

 

lech lecha 

November 1, 2014

Joseph is a seventh grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where his favor-
ite subjects are Math and Social Studies. His favorite free time activities are 
tennis and basketball.

Joseph writes, “My Jewish education is important to me because I can use all 
that I have learned throughout my life. All of this knowledge has helped me 
to prepare for my Bar Mitzvah.”

Joseph Feuer

 

son of hope epstein & lowell 
feuer

brother of adina 
 

havdallah 
Vayera

November 1, 2014

Maya is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School where her favor-
ite subjects are Math, Language Arts, and Science. Her favorite free time 
activities are dance and piano.

For her Kesher Olam, Maya has been delivering Kosher Meals on Wheels 
through JFS and collecting food for donation to the Closter Food Pantry.  
Maya writes, “By becoming a Bat Mitzvah, I feel a stronger connection to 
the community and feel that my Jewish education will serve as the founda-
tion for a life committed to Jewish values.”

Maya Rabinowitz

 

daughter of heather &  
adi Rabinowitz

sister of Coby & liana 
 

Vayera 

November 8, 2014
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B’Nai MitzVahs

Jordyn Levey

 

daughter of goldie & Jerold 
levey

sister of Joshua

 

Rosh Chodesh Kislev 
Vayerzei

November 23, 2014

Jack is an 8th grader at Demarest Middle School where his favorite sub-
jects are Reading and Science. His favorite free time activities are tennis, 
basketball, and spending time with friends. 

For his Kesher Olam, Jack is collecting new and used sports equipment 
and donating them to underprivileged children. Jack writes, “My Kesher 
Olam means so much to me because there are many kids who aren’t as 
fortunate as I am and don’t have equipment to play sports.”

Jack Halperin

 

son of Robin & michael halperin

brother of samantha

 
 

Chayei sarah 

November 15, 2014

Samantha is an 8th grader at Demarest Middle School where her favorite 
subject is Reading. Her favorite free time activity is dance.

For her Kesher Olam, Samantha is assisting in a special needs dance class. 
Samantha writes, “Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is important to me because it 
means being a Jewish woman. My Kesher Olam was so rewarding because I 
was able to share my love of dance with kids with special needs.”

Samantha Halperin

 

daughter of Robin & michael 
halperin

sister of Jack

 
 

Chayei sarah 

November 15, 2014

Jordyn is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where her favorite subjects are Lan-
guage Arts and Math. Her favorite free time activities are talking to her friends and 
reading books.

For her Kesher Olam, Jordyn is helping out the Hebrew school at Temple Emanu-El. 
Jordyn writes, “I decided to choose this project because I love helping kids and helping 
teachers get through their day with ease. I feel that I am making a difference because 
I am making other peoples’ lives easier for them. When I grew up in the Temple 
Emanu-El Hebrew school, I knew that I wanted to help out the teachers just like the 
other volunteers. In my eyes they looked like they were having fun helping people and 
it turns out they were because I’m have the same amount of fun. Becoming a Bat Mitz-
vah is important to me because it makes me feel like I am being accepted into a group 
after waiting for thirteen years.  I cannot wait for my Bat Mitzvah to come. My Jewish 
education will be of value to me my entire life because I can teach what I know to the 
next generation of my family like in the song “L’Dor Va Dor.”

Ally is a 7th grader at Demarest Middle School where her favorite subjects 
are History and English. Her favorite free time activity is basketball.

For her Kesher Olam, Ally is very involved with the DRIF because one of her 
twin brothers was diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes. She is also very involved 
with the Rockland Jewish Home. Ally writes, “Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is 
important to me because I am becoming a Jewish woman and will live my 
life with all the Jewish traditions and values, and one day pass it on to my 
children.”

Ally Rosenberg

 

daughter of denise &  
greg Rosenberg

sister of Jake & Jesse

 

toldot 

November 20, 2014
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Maya is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where her favorite subjects 
are Math and Science. Her favorite free time activities are playing soccer 
and spending time with her friends.

For her Kesher Olam, Maya is selling bracelets for an organization called 
“One Kid One World.”  This organization gathers funds to educate girls in 
less developed countries.  Maya writes, “I know I can’t help educate every 
girl, but if I can give one kid like me an opportunity to have an educa-
tion, it would be an accomplishment. Judaism has always been a big part 
of my life.  My family and I have been attending service every Friday night 
since I was about 2 weeks old.  To me, becoming a Bat Mitzvah means that 
I will strengthen my bond to our religion, my family and, our beliefs.  I 
am excited to be formally accepted into the community as an adult.  I am 
grateful to have this opportunity.”

Maya Hana Levinson

 

daughter of sara & Josh levinson

sister of sofia & isaac

 
 

Vayetzei 

November 29, 2014

Religious school trip 
to the lower east side 
Join us on sunday, september 15  
9:30 am - 12:00 pm
 

6th & 7th graders will visit the eldridge street museum to  

experience what life was like for Jewish immigrants in  

new York in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.   

then continue on as we take a walking tour of the lower east side  

and see, smell, and taste history first hand. 
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we record with sincere appreciation the fol lowing donations

RABBI ALEX FREEDMAN’S  
DISCRETIONARY FUND
in honor of Rabbi Alex Freedman

 Jill & maury buchalter

in memory of Sylvia Fried

 fried family

in memory of Norman D. Fink

 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of Ben Marshall

 mindy & howard lavin

theresa fink

Carin dugowson & thomas hamilton

laura & Rick hershcopf

leslie lipka & steven sherman

sylvia sommers

benay & steven taub

BAGEL’S HEAVEN FUND
in memory of Mildred Krell

 Rita Krell

CAMP RAMAH FUND
in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 mr. & mrs. bruce steinthal

in memory of Sylvia Parmett

 marilyn & bruce steinthal

RICHARD HOLZER  
MEMORIAL FOUNDATION

CAMPAIGN FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION
in honor of the birth of Kenny Fried’s 
granddaughter, Sadie Rose

 sheila & gabe schlisser

in memory of Selma Marshall

 sheila & gabe schlisser

CANTOR SINGER’S DISCRETIONARY 
FUND
in honor of the marriage of their daughter,  
Dr. Ilana Stollow to Mr. Gregory Mazlin

 lee & aury stollow

in memory of Anita Alster

 mindy & barry sprung

in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 Jacqueline & erno grunstein

 mindy & barry sprung

in memory of Norman D. Fink

 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of Sylvia Fried

 fried family

in memory of Alvin Friedman

 Jodie & sanford friedman

in memory of Ben Marshall

 mindy & howard lavin

in memory of Sylvia Parmett

 Jacqueline & erno grunstein

laura & Rick hershcopf

benay & steven taub

marcy & paul Whitman

CANTOR KURT SILBERMAN’S  
CHARITY FUND
in memory of Anita Alster

 Judy & marty lebson

in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 Judy & martin lebson

in memory of Herbert Caspert

 Judy & marty lebson

in memory of Michael Lebson

 Judy & martin lebson

in memory of Samuel Lebson

 Judy & marty lebson

in memory of Sylvia Parmett

 Judy & martin lebson

in memory of Sarah Gordon Peterman

 Judy & bob Cook

in memory of Claire Proctor

 Judy & martin lebson

TEMPLE FUND
in honor of Phyllis Cunningham’s years of 
dedication to temple emanu el

 Ruthellen & lawrence boxt

 Kathryn & neil eisler

 Robin & alan miller

 hila & bruce stern

in honor of Allison & Bruce Egert receiving 
the shem tov award

 harvey fertig

in honor of Josh Feinberg’s graduation from 
medical school and his acceptance into 
gerneral surgery at maimonides medical 
Center

 allison & bruce egert

 marlene & todd feinberg

in honor of Hadassah Freed’s grandson’s bar 
mitzvah

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of the marriage of Barry & Laurie 
Goldman’s son, Jason to Miriam

 Kathryn & neil eisler

in honor of Jacob Kattan’s engagement to 
Jordie Slutsky

 allison & bruce egert

 lynda & sheldon Kest

in honor of Pnina & Meyer Kattan on their 
double simchah

 susan & Charles silberman

in honor of the birth of your granddaughter, 
Sadie Rose Korn

 shirley shapiro

 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of Stephen Lebson receiving the 
Kaplen JCC award

 miriam & benjamin nelson

 shirley shapiro

in honor of David Lesorgen’s graduation

 sharon & Kenneth fried

in honor of David Lesorgen receiving his mba 
from emory

 Kathryn & neil eisler

in honor of Herbert Marton’s upcoming 
marriage to Carol

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of their marriage Danielle Miller & 
Bobby

 benay & steven taub

in honor of Lara Pomerantz’s engagement to 
Jonah

 Kathryn & neil eisler

in honor of the b’nai mitzvah of our 
grandchildren Arielle Gilat & Zeke Benjamin 
Rosenblatt

 Roslyn & gerald gersten

Wishing Hilda Reutlinger a speedy recovery

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in honor of Joyce Schulman’s grandson’s bar 
mitzvah

 hilda Reutlinger

in honor of Ellen & Lloyd Sokoloff

 shirley pinkus

in honor of Jared Sternbach’s engagement 
to Jenn

 Kathryn & neil eisler

in honor of Louis Tekel’s big birthday

 Rita merendino

In honor of the birth of our 
granddaughter, Sadie Rose Korn
shaRon & KennY fRied                                                          FEBRUaRy 23, 2014

In honor of
Jacob Okoshi’s Bar Mitzvah
loVe mom, dad & ethan                                                                May 17, 2014  

cONtRiBUtiONs  
tO OUR syNagOgUE
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in honor of Deborah & Ken Tuchman, happy 
anniversary!

 sharon & larry schwartz 

in honor of Nicole Novak & Zachary Whitman, 
on their upcoming marriage.

 miriam & benjamin nelson 

in honor of Audrey Winograd being honored 
at  the torah fund musicale

 Kathryn & neil eisler

 melanie & barry Zingler

in honor of the wedding of Ryan and 
Steffanie Abramow

 gayl & samuel suede

in honor of George Hantgan’s 98th birthday

 Reba herson

in honor of Marilyn & Larry Levi’s 
granddaughter’s bat mitzvah

 hilda Reutlinger

lovey beer

estate of aaron bessel z”l

mr. & mrs. gary brooks

ellen & Victor glass

beth & harold Raucher

Jack shamash

Renate & herman Zelovic

in memory of Anita Alster

 Ronni & michael brenner

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 Jackie & erno grunstein

 henry Klein

 debra & Robin Klein

 Robin & alan miller

 shirley shapiro

 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of David Aboudi

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Rose Aboudi

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Aaron Adrian

 Charles adrian

in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 Ronni & michael brenner

 Kathryn & neil eisler

 debbie & steven freesman

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 pnina & meyer Kattan

 Robin & alan miller

 Ruth seidenberg

 deborah & lawrence semegran

 susan & Charles silberman

 gayl & samuel suede

 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of Louis Altman

 Joan & gerald litzky

in memory of Selma J. Altman

 terry mazzella

in memory of Sylvia Appelbaum

 lynn & Joseph spivack

in memory of Myrna Ascher

 terri & alan benvenisty

in memory of Martin Balsam

 lisa & bruce balsam

in memory of Nathan Baker

 gerald & susan baker

in memory of Arnold Bendes

 susan & alan bendes

in memory of Shirley Bendes

 susan & alan bendes

in memory of Albert Benvenisty

 terri & alan benvenisty

in memory of Esther Bielinski

 elizabeth lissmann

in memory of Rafael Blum

 Viviana & Robert holzer

in memory of Adele Blumenstyk

 michelle & sam blumenstyk

in memory of Victor Blumenstyk

 michelle & sam blumenstyk

in memory of Corinne Buchalter

 Jill & maury buchalter

in memory of Ruth Wertheimer Staiman 
Bymel

 sharon & Kenneth fried

in memory of Evelyn Casser

 Carol gardy

in memory of Julius Casser

 Carol gardy

in memory of Anita Chait

 bonnie & barry gothelf

 barbara & Richard selman

 ellen & lloyd sokoloff

in memory of Richard Cohen

 marsha & paul Cohen

in memory of Seymor Cohen

 Rachelle & steven harz

in memory of Alan Cohn

 marilyn & david starr

in memory of Seymour Cohose

 mildred goldstein

 harriet & arthur samuels

in memory of Sybil Cook

 Judy & bob Cook

in memory of Adela Cushmaro

 amy & philip Cushmaro

in memory of Jacob Cushmaro

 amy & philip Cushmaro

in memory of Serena Dersovitz

 debbie & arthur sinensky

in memory of Herman Dersovitz

 pamela & Roni dersovitz

in memory of Herman Diamant

 esther diamant & Richard garden

in memory of Ralph Eisemann

 bea eisemann

in memory of Lester Eisner

 Rose eisner Wenger

in memory of Max Englander, beloved 
husband

 sylvia englander

in memory of Nathan Englander

 sylvia englander

in memory of Alfred Ereki

 agnes ereki

in memory of Stella Esrig

 melvin esrig

in memory of Evelyn & Louis Feldman

 theresa feldman

in memory of Dr. George Feldman

 sharon & neil danzger

in memory of Alex Feuer

 laura & lewis nelson

in memory of David Feuer

 toni lattimer

in memory of Leon Finer

 evelyn &. harry goldfeier

in memory of Norman D. Fink

 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of Eliot Frankel

 marilyn frankel

in memory of Sara Freund

 glorida & harvey Klein

in memory of Sylvia Fried

In honor of Naama Heymann
For exceptional kindness & understanding
the fial familY                                                                                     2014 

In honor of Ben & Miriam Nelson
For their stellar performances as parents & grandparents
loVe, us                                                                                                  2014
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cONtRiBUtiONs

 sharon & Kenneth fried

in memory of Tanya Garden

 esther diamant & Richard garden

in memory of Jack Gelb

 Ronda & alvin gelb

in memory of Jeffrey Gelb

 Ronda & alvin gelb

in memory of Morris Gelberg

 lillian & murray handler

in memory of Gerson Geller

 susan gold

in memory of Genia & Mikhail Glazer

 toby & leon glazer

in memory of “Baba” Clara Glotzer

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in memory of Eliot Gold

 susan gold

in memory of Stuart Goldberg

 gloria & edward nelson

in memory of Harry Goldmaker

 Carol & matthew bailin

in memory of Harry Goldstein

 evelyn gray

in memory of Terry Gothelf

 bonnie & barry gothelf

in memory of Dora Grabinsky

 mildred & seymour graye

in memory of Susan Greenwald

 beatrice greenwald

in memory of James Grossmann

 Ronnie & edward grossmann

in memory of Otto Gutmann

 susan & benjamin gutmann

in memory of Henry Hammer

 Wendy & Charles hammer

 Joanne & Robert hammer

in memory of Joseph Harris

 susan & brad singer

in memory of Jules Hecht

 lois brodie

in memory of Howard Herman

 lovey beer

in memory of Murry Herman

 lovey beer

in memory of Miriam Herman

 lovey beer

in memory of Leo Herson

 Reba herson

in memory of Pearl Herson

 Reba herson

in memory of Martin Heussinger

 hadassa freed

in memory of Atara Heyman

 elizabeth & Jacob heyman

in memory of Anna Hirst

 Wendy hurst & Richard levine

in memory of Bernhard Holzer

 eva holzer

in memory of Hedwig Holzer

 eva holzer

in memory of Marcia Joseph

 norma & bernard Koster

in memory of Eva Judas

 terry mazzella

 Rose eisner Wenger

in memory of Adrienne Kahn

 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of Manny Kahn

 arleen & stewart herman

in memory of Abe Kaiser

 sylvia Kaiser

in memory of Lewis Katz

 lori & shawn danziger

in memory of Daniel Kelmenson

 lee & aury stollow

in memory of Rebecca Kerr

 olivia lazarus

in memory of David Kest

 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of Sidney Kestenbaum

 marilyn & arthur mirwis

in memory of Lawrence Kirsh

 marcia & michael Kirsh

in memory of Karen Klahr

 Kathy & Richard leventhal

in memory of Esther Klein

 shirley shapiro

in memory of Eugene Klein

 gloria & harvey Klein

in memory of Ruth Klein

 debra & Robin Klein

in memory of Esther & Stanley Kleiner

 toby & leon glazer

in memory of Marlene J. Kobetz

 Judith & harvey marcus

in memory of Martha Kohn

 lenore damrauer

in memory of Pearl Kostitzky

 norma & bernard Koster

in memory of Evelyn Davison Kulic

 steven davison

 sylvia englander

in memory of Dorothy Kurlander

 Robin & alan miller

in memory of Charles Lash

 allyson & steven lash

in memory of Leon Lavinthal

 bonnie & barry gothelf

in memory of Ruth & Henry Leibson

 bonnie & barry gothelf

in memory of Miriam Levene

 edith & Jeffrey levene

in memory of Mona Leventhal

 susan & Charles silberman

in memory of Zelda Levere

 bernard levere

in memory of Alvin Levin

 Jodi levin & steven gerszberg

in memory of Louis Levinson

 hadassa freed

in memory of Dr. Milton Levitin

 lisa & mark spivack

in memory of David Litt

 dorothy & irving litt

in memory of Maxwell Littman

 Robert littman

in memory of Mildred Littman

 Robert littman

in memory of Sarah Litzky

 Joan & gerald litzky

in memory of Larry Lubin

 eleanor lubin

in memory of Seymour Lubliner

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 Jacqueline & erno grunstein

 debra & Robin Klein

 gloria & harvey Klein

 bernard Weinflash

in memory of Charles Malick

 shirley malick

in memory of Sidney Malkin

 syma malkin

in memory of Alice Mandel

 sharon & Kenneth fried

in memory of Rose Mankofsky

 olivia lazarus

in memory of Philip Marcus

 Judith & harvey marcus

in memory of Selma Marshall

 Ronit & marc arginteanu

 Ronni & michael brenner

 benay & steven taub

in memory of Lira Masterov

 bella & boris masterov

in memory of Mike Masterov

 bella & boris masterov

in memory of Sarra Masterov

 bella & boris masterov

in memory of Andrew May

 the may family

in memory of Edwin May

 the may family

in memory of Rachel Meltzer

 Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Max Molinas

 sharon & Yale mitchel

in memory of Julios Morrison

 irene morrison

 Jacklyn morrison

in memory of Louis Moskowitz, beloved 
father

 miriam Weidenfeld
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in memory of Hillary Myers’s grandmother

 sharon & Kenneth fried

in memory of Melvin Nacht

 Wendy & alan nacht

in memory of Myrna Nelson

 laura & lewis nelson

in memory of Millicent May

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 louann & allan Reed

 debra & arthur sinensky

 bernard Weinflash 

in memory of Abraham Nemeroff

 Reba herson

in memory of Bessie Nemeroff

 Reba herson

in memory of Chana Rifka Nemeroff

 Reba herson

in memory of Stanley Neisloss

 Kathy & Richard leventhal

in memory of Leslie Niederman

 marcy & paul Whitman

in memory of Ethel Nightingale

 amy & david albalah

in memory of Dorothy Nirenstein

 myra & arnold gans

in memory of Clara Newman

 the may family

in memory of Lester Older

 shelly Rosenberg

in memory of Pauline Orenberg

 sandra & arnold gold

in memory of Bertha Panich

 inna & leon panich

in memory of Harold Pann

 debra & Robin Klein

in memory of Sylvia Parmett

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

 shari & bram alster

 Ronni & michael brenner

 Kathryn & neil eisler

 debbie & steven freesman

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 pnina & meyer Kattan

 linda & steven mizrach

 Ruth seidenberg

 deborah & lawrence semegran

 Rosanne & William simon

in memory of Jacob Pinsker

 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Esther Podwill

 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Sylvia Porwich

 Carol & elliot porwich

in memory of Harry Potolsky

 arleen &  gary post

in memory of Bernard Popper

 felice & alan popper

in memory of Claire Proctor

 shari & bram alster

 pearl & michael bergstein

 Ronni & michael brenner

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 debra & Robin Klein

 shelah & burton scherl

 shirley shapiro

 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of Irina Pushnits

 bella & boris masterov

in memory of Harold Raskin

 susan & alan bendes

in memory of Ada Rauchwerger

 eva holzer

 Vivianna & Robert holzer

in memory of Sidney Reichenberg

 paul Reichenberg

in memory of Stephen Reichenberg

 paul Reichenberg

in memory of Edward Resnick

 Wendy & arvin adler

in memory of Abraham Rosenberg

 shelly Rosenberg

in memory of Joseph Rothman

 bernice Caspert

in memory of Catherine & Simon Salomon

 Charlotte & Walter schoeman

in memory of Jay Samuels

 andrea & lester samuels

in memory of Klara Schaller

 hilda Reutlinger

in memory of Beatrice Schneider

 terry mazzella

in memory of Tilde & Herman Schoeman

 Charlotte & Walter schoeman

in memory of Barbara Seiden

 susan & Charles silberman

in memory of Samuel Seiden

 mildred & seymour graye

in memory of Martha Shafer

 david shafer

in memory of Albert Shainmark

 Ronda & alvin gelb

in memory of Mildred Shainmark

 Ronda & alvin gelb

in memory of Harris Shapiro

 shirley shapiro

in memory of Daniel Sherman

 Joshua sherman

in memory of Matilda Shiff

 lorraine & gerald burstein

in memory of Julius Sichel

 bea eisemann

in memory of Trude Sichel

 bea eisemann

in memory of Clara & Philip Silberhartz

 Rita merendino

in memory of Corinne Silberman

 susan & Charles silberman

in memory of Jeffrey Silver

 sandra & arnold gold

 dara silver

in memory of Jerome Silverberg

 susan & murray silverberg

in memory of Ezra Sion

 Caroline sion

in memory of Ethel Skaller

 barry druskin

in memory of Joseph Skaller

 barry druskin

 edith skaller

in memory of Losif Slutman

 bella & boris masterov

in memory of Aaron Moshe Slutsman

 bella & boris masterov

in memory of Edmond Sommers

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Irving Stollow

 lee & aury stollow

in memory of Esther Surks

 audrey & Richard Winograd

in memory of Henry Taub

 Judith & Ron gold

 arlene & Joseph taub

 benay & steven taub

in memory of Sandra Taub

 arlene & Joseph taub

in memory of Dave Tevelow

 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Jerry Quint

 debbie & steven freesman

in memory of Herbert Vanefsky

 lisa beth & gregory meisel

in memory of Bertha Veis

 shirley & bruno Veis

in memory of Jacob Veis

 shirley & bruno Veis

in memory of Edith Vogel

 lori & shawn danziger

in memory of Daniel Waldheter

 linda Waldheter

in memory of Faibish Weidenfeld

 miriam Weidenfeld

in memory of Kurt Weinberg

 Joan Weinberg

in memory of Gerut Wieberdink

 elizabeth & Jacob heyman

in memory of Alvin Wiener

 debbie & steven freesman

in memory of Judith Wohlberg

 darryl & alan lieberman

in memory of Lee Woods
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cONtRiBUtiONs

 edith Woods

in memory of Kenneth Zimmerman

 sheri & mark hirschhorn

in memory of Leonard A. Zingler

 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of Gary Zinovoy

 marilyn Zinovoy mirwis & arthur mirwis

in memory of Avi Zubli

 Ronit & marc arginteanu

 Ronni & michael brenner

 Randi & philip lesorgen

 marilyn & sam linder

 andrea & michael maline

 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of Max Zwiebach

 susan & murray silverberg

THE GOLDMAN-PITTEL FAMILY 
CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS & FAMILY 
CRISIS ENDOWMENT FUND
in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 andrew pittel

RABBI DAVID-SETH KIRSHNER’S 
DISCRETIONARY FUND
in honor of the marriage of their daughter, 
Stephanie to Gregory Blumenkranz

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of Aunt Nettie’s birthday

 harriet & harold eckstein

in honor of the marriage of Jessica to Peter 
Justin Heyer

 Randi & philip lesorgen

 arlene & david slan

in honor of all the people that helped Jack 
Rabinowitz in the time of need

 Rica & Jack Rabinowitz

in honor of the marriage of Dr. Ilana Stollow 
to Mr. Gregory Mazlin

 lee & aury stollow

in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 lori & shawn danziger

 sari & Carl fremont

 Randi & philip lesorgen

 amy & david Zagin

in memory of Louis Blatt

 anita & howard blatt

in memory of Norman D. Fink

 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of Sylvia Fried

 the fried family

in memory of Alvin Friedman

 Jodie & sanford friedman

in memory of Roslyn Gersh

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg

 phyllis hertzberg

in memory of Morris Jenny

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Mona Leventhal

 lisa & Jack mann

in memory of Jetta Marche

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Susan Niederman

 marcy & paul Whitman

in memory of Sylvia Parmett

 sari & Carl fremont

 Randi & philip lesorgen

debbie & steven freesman

Kellie & paul gersh

evelyn & harry goldfeier

susan & Robert heidenberg

laura & Rick hershcopf

barbara martin

heather & adi Rabinowitz

harriet & philip Rabinowitz

saritte & edward Rogers

shirley shapiro

benay & steven taub

marcy & paul Whitman

RABBI ARTHUR HERTZBERG   
LIBRARY FUND
in memory of Solomon Cannon

 phyllis hertzberg

in memory of Zvi Elimelech Hertzberg

 phyllis hertzberg

in memory of Nathan Gendelman

 bernice & seymour gendelman

in memory of Max Goldsmit

 sara & howard Weinstein

in memory of Allen Weinstein

 sara & howard Weinstein

in memory of Pauline Weinstein

 sara & howard Weinstein

SUZANNE WEXLER SHAFER 
SISTERHOOD MEMORIAL FUND
in honor of Robbie Kollender’s bar mitzvah

 debbie & nuriel guedalia

in honor of the birth of Sadie Rose Korn

 debbie & nuriel guedalia

in honor of Ariel Oz’s graduation from college

 debbie & nuriel guedalia

in honor of Donna Weintraub’s outstanding  
community leadership

 debbie & nuriel guedalia

in honor of Audrey Winograd receiving the  
torah fund award

 debbie & nuriel guedalia

matis feit

DR. HERBERT VOGEL MEMORIAL 
FUND FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING 
DISABILITIES
in memory of Dr. Herbert Vogel

in memory of Paula Preston Vogel

 Rebeca Vogel

KOL HAKAVOD FUND
in memory of Anita Alster

 debra & mark hirschberg

in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 debra & mark hirschberg

in memory of Barbara Seiden

 debra & mark hirschberg

in memory of Avi Zubli

 esther diamant & Richard garden

MEN’S CLUB
in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 marcia Wilf

PHYLLIS KLEIN MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Dr. Jack Alster

 henry Klein

in memory of Fred Berg

 lauren & david Weiner

in honor of Sharon & Neil Danzger & Family

 lauren & david Weiner

in memory of Joseph Gersh

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Lewis Katz

 lauren & david Weiner

in memory of Sylvia Parmett

 henry Klein
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Bram Alster on the death of his father, dr. 

Jack alster z”l

Bram Alster on the death of his mother, 

anita alster z”l

Bernice Caspert on the death of her 

husband, herbert Caspert z”l

Deborah Davis on the death of her 

mother, Rosalind goodman z”l

Sanford Friedman on the death of his 

father, alvin friedman z”l

Clarice Jacobson May on the death of 

her mother, millicent may z”l

Lynne Klatskin on the death of her 

mother, Claire proctor z”l

Mindy Lavin on the death of her mother, 

selma marshall z”l

Shari Kauder Leventhal on the death of 

her mother, mona leventhal z”l

Shirley Rubin on the death of her father, 

seymour lubliner z”l

Aimee Rhodes on the death of her 

mother, sarah Rhodes z”l

Norman Seiden on the death of his wife, 

barbara seiden z”l

Diane Seiden on the death of her mother, 

barbara seiden z”l

Mark Seiden on the death of his mother, 

barbara seiden z”l

Pearl Seiden on the death of her mother, 

barbara seiden z”l

Carolyn Shapiro on the death of her 

father, avi Zubli z”l

Shari Shalom on the death of her father, 

nathan b. miller z”l

Melissa Silver on the death of her father, 

lewis Katz z”l

Sylvia Sommers on the death of her hus-

band, edmond sommers z”l

Mindy Sprung on the death of her 

mother, sylvia parmett z’l

Yvette Tekel on the death of her brother, 

abraham gitlow z”l

iN MEMORiaM 

wELcOME NEw MEMBERs

Venessa & Jeffrey bokser 
Closter, nJ

Courtney dworkin & aaron Chalal 
malboro, nJ

phyllis & elliot denenberg 
east brunswick, nJ

eva & david fuhrman 
Roseland, nJ

gail & Kenneth hackel 
Closter, nJ

debbie & Jonathan horowitz 
teaneck, nJ

anna Vinokur & Yuri Klarvit 
fort lee, nJ

margaret & Jeffrey Klingenstein 
new York, nY

genna blair & neal Koral 
new York, nY

felice & philip Kotick 
marlboro, nJ

Celina & ilan Kravic 
tenafly, nJ

Yael & andrew Krumerman

tenafly, nJ

Cheryl & scott metzger 
morganville, nJ

sheila & harvey nadel 
boynton beach, fl

Raphael novogrodsky 
teaneck, nJ

elise & bruce Rosen 
tenafly, nJ

michele & daniel Ross 
tenafly, nJ

tina & brad schweid  
demarest, nJ

Ruth & louis stavsky 
teaneck, nJ

Cynthia & abe steinberger 
teaneck, nJ

michele & steven sweetwood 
Cresskill, nJ

diane & Jeffrey Weiss 
twp of Washington, nJ

ilene Wolff 
morristown, nJ

tOdah RaBah

The congregation wishes to thank the following families who have recently sponsored a Kiddush, an Oneg Shabbat and/or the  
Bimah flowers.

Ruth Aach in memory of her daughter, 

susan aach feldman z”l

Sharon & Neil Danzger in honor of their 

daughter, georgia’s bat mitzvah

Karina & Eugene Gorfin in honor of their 

daughter, gwenyth’s bat mitzvah

Cheryl & Brian Harris in honor of their 

daughter, mia faye’s bat mitzvah

Andrea & Craig Horowitz in honor of 

their son, Ryan’s bar mitzvah

Jill & Joseph Janowski in honor of their 

daughter, Jordon’s bat mitzvah

Shelley & Gil Markeff in honor of their 

daughter, Keren’s bat mitvah

Jill & Daniel Marks in honor of their 

daughter, samantha’s bat mitzvah

Dana & Jeffrey z”l Silver in honor of their 

daughter, lilliana’s bat mitzvah

Melissa & Stephen Silver in honor of their 

daughter, brooke’s bat mitzvah

Temple Emanu-El Sisterhood  for 

sponsoring the flowers

Deborah & Ken Tuchman in memory of 

frank & Ruth tuchman z”l and William 

schumer z”l

Rachel & Raymond Williams in honor of 

their daughter, isabelle’s bat mitzvah

Dana & Golan Yehuda in honor of their 

son, Justin’s bar mitzvah

Ronald Lieberman & Susan Olift in honor 

of herman leiberman’s 90th birthday
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hOLidays

Rosh Hashanah Yom Kippur

date 29 of elul, which corresponds to Wednesday, 

september 24th after sunset. the holiday lasts 

for two days here and in israel.

9th of tishrei, which corresponds to  

friday, october 3rd after sunset. the  

holiday is 25 hours long here and in israel.

about Rosh hashanah is the holiday which celebrates 

the birthday of the world. the mishna teaches 

there are four new years (4 quarters) and Rosh 

hashanah is the new year of the month.

Yom Kippur is the day of atonement. it is 

a fixed time to allow us to seek forgiveness 

from family, friends, ourselves and god. it is 

a time for spiritual renewal.

prayers extra Piyyuts (poetry) are added to the 

traditional service including unetaneh tokef, 

leyl orech din and hineni

extra Piyyuts (poetry) are added to the 

service. in addition, we also have an extra 

service at the end of Yom Kippur called 

leila, which means “closing.”

clothes We wear white to remind us of our priestly 

vestments and to begin anew. many wear a 

robe called a Kittel on both holy days.

We do not wear leather on Yom Kippur. 

the torah commands us to afflict ourselves 

on this holiest day. “affliction” means that 

we are to deny ourselves certain “luxuries,” 

among them leather.

Food We eat apples with honey to resemble a sweet 

new year.

Yom Kippur is a fast day that starts the 

night before. the last meal before is called 

seudat mafseket.

customs We blast the shofar on Rosh hashanah and the 

entire month before that (but not on shabbat).

We do not wear cologne, perfumes, or 

makeup. showering is not allowed as well.
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Sukkot & 
Hoshanna Rabbah

Shemini Atzeret & 
Simchat Torah

date sukkot is the 14th of tishrei, which is Wednesday, 

october 8th (at sunset). sukkot is 8 days long in 

the diaspora and 7 days long in israel.

hoshanna Rabba is the final day of sukkot, 

the 21st of tishrei, which is october 15th (at 

sunset).

shemini atzeret is the 22nd of tishrei, 

which is thursday, october 16th (at  

sunset).

simchat torah is on the 23rd of tishrei, 

which is friday, october 17th (at sunset).

about sukkot commemorates the exodus of the  

Jewish people where we lived in booths 

throughout our journey. 

hoshanna Rabbah is the time that our final 

pleas of forgiveness are heard by god and the 

book of life is sealed for the year. 

shemini atzeret literally means “the  

assembly of the eighth day”. it is a  

harvest holiday. 

on simchat torah we rejoice in the  

completion of the reading of the torah. 

prayers We recite the hallel prayers and say hoshanot 

while holding our lulav and etrog and parade 

around the synagogue.

hoshanot are special prayers that are said as 

the congregation walks around the shul  

building holding their lulav and etrog.

on shemini atzeret we recite Yizkor and 

a special prayer for rain in israel and for 

bountiful crops. 

on simchat torah, each person is supposed 

to receive an aliyah to the torah. there are 

three special aliyot called hattan torah, 

hattan b’reisheet and maftir. 

customs We eat in huts called sukkot and shake the 

lulav, hadas, arava (palm, myrtle and Willow) 

while holding the etrog.

on hoshanna Rabbah we beat the arava 

branch (the willow) on the floor 5 times as  

if to beat out our own sins. 

We break down the sukkah on  

shemini atzeret.

on simchat torah we dance with the  

torah in seven processionals around  

the synagogue. 

Food We eat harvested foods and still partake in  

the custom of eating fruits dipped in honey.
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back to shul bbQ  
in the sukkah
cONgREgatiONaL diNNER
Friday, October 10th 

6:00pm – dinner  

7:00pm - services

temple members: $28 adult / $20 child (12 and under) 

non members: $36 adult / $25 child

RsVp with payment by october 6th to the temple office at 201.750.9997  

or mail this form to: temple emanu-el, 180 piermont Road, Closter, nJ 07624

sUkkOt cONgREgatiONaL diNNER:

____ Yes, i/We Will be there!

name(s): __________________________________________________________

# adults: ________ # Children  ___________ total: $  ___________________

hOLidays

shake it up!
shakE it Up this sUkkOt with yOUR VERy OwN LULaV aNd EtROg!
prices are $40/$60 for a standard/deluxe set.

pick up dates october 7th & 8th  

We invite you to bring your lulav and etrog to services and experience  

the joy of sukkot.

orders due by september 30th

ORdER tOday:

name:  ____________________________________________________________

phone: ____________________________________________________________

# of sets: ________ @ $  ________________ total: $  ___________________

please return forms with payment by september 12th to the temple office.    

temple emanu-el, 180 piermont Road, Closter, nJ 07624 
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Coming soon! 
Fresh, Fun and Fabulous activities for the Baby to toddler set!
starting after the high holidays, temple emanu-el will be pleased to offer 
a new series of programming for young children and families.  Classes will 
include music, cooking, 
yoga, art, shabbat & 
holiday activities.   more 
information including 
schedules and details will 
be arriving in your inbox 
and on our website soon.   

We look forward to 
having you and your little 
ones join us!

during the month of august, Rabbi Kirshner and 40 other members of our community, local rabbis and 
other Chirstian and Jewish lay leaders flew on an emergency solidarity mission to israel.  

in addition to bringing 22 duffel bags full of supplies which weighed more than half a ton, and more than 
$50,000 donated by our generous community, they brought love and support to the soldiers and citizens 
of israel who have been impacted by operation protective edge. please read the blog posts at  
http://templeemanu-el.com/blog/ and peruse the picture to see the impact your contribution has had. 

even if you were not able to join the mission in person, you can follow along in the spirit on our new 
temple emanu-el website at templeemanu-el.com



MEN’s cLUB MEEtiNgs

Men’s Club meetings will be on  

September 9th, October 7th  

& November 4th..  

Minyan at 7:00 pm. Meeting to follow.

 all are welcome

sukkah building
help us build our temple sukkah  
 
sunday, October 5th

hot dogs & hamburgers will be served.

this event is sponsored by the men’s Club. 

adults and children welcome!  bring your own work gloves  

for this awesome construction job.

Contact event Chair larry bodenstein for more information: 

larry@drbodenstein.com or 201-370-9416.

second annual
steak –n- scotch in the sukkah!

tuesday, October 14th

please join us for minyan at 7:00pm followed by a delicious  

and fun night with the guys. 

7:30pm  hors d’oeuvres 

8:30pm  bbQ buffet dinner by northern Valley affairs 

$36 per person.   must be 21 and over to attend. sponsorships available!  

Contact evan schwarz at schwarzdmd@gmail.com for more information. 

RsVp to the temple Office by Oct 5th

second annual steak –n- scotch in the sukkah! count me in!

name/s:  

email/phone: 

names of friends/guests: 

# of people @ $36 per person:     total enclosed:

MEN’s 
cLUB
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SISTER HOOD ROSH H ASH A NAH GR EET INGS

Ruth Aach

Gloria, Wilson, Robert 
Aboudi

Dana & James Adler

Amy, David, Michael, 
Jason & Rachel Albalah

Gary, Gayle, Ryan & Max 
Alweiss

Nonna Barskie

Allan and Dale Bell and 
Family

Pearl & Michael Bergstein

Lindsey Blatt

Adrienne Bodenstein

Liz & Larry Bodenstein 
and Family

Lois Brodie and Family

Linda and Bernard 
Chalfin

The Collins Family

Judy & Bob Cook

Amy Cushmaro

Betty & Paul Dicker and 
Family

The Donzis Family

Harold & Harriet Eckstein

Joanna & Fred Ehrlich 
and Family

Bea Eisemann

Wayne & Betty Faber

Karen, Steve, Molly & 
Jesse Farber

Reese Feldman

Debra and Seth Finkel & 
Family

Sharon, Howie, Arielle, 
Alexa & Lauren Fox

Marilyn Frankel

Fredman Family

Hadassa Freed

Myra & Manny Genn

Kelly & Paul Gersh

Shari Gersten and David 
Rosenblatt

Dorothy Glantz & Family

Sandra & Arnold Gold 
and Family

Michele & Jason 
Goldberg & Family

Shep and Ellen Goldfein

Rebecca Gordon

Sy & Millie Graye

Mrs. Beatrice Greenwald

Jacqueline Grunstein

Debbie, Yasmine, Shira & 
Nuriel Guedalia

Susan and Ben Gutman

Hershcopf Family; Rick, 
Laura, Sara, Sam

Debra & Mark Hirschberg 
& Family

Sheri & Michael Hirschorn

The Hoberman Family

Matt, Briana, Bari and 
Isabelle Holden

Eva Holzer

The Isaacs Family: Karen, 
Jeff, Corey, Jason & 
Matthew

Dr. and Mrs. Robert Jaffin

Romy and Jeffrey Jagid

The Kattan Family

Michael and Marcia Kirsh

Debra Kirschner-
Lanzkowsky & Jonathan 
Lanzkowsky

Tiffany Kaplan

Lynda, Sheldon, Jessica, 
Jarred, Shaun and Ethan 
Kest

Robin & Debbie Klein

Lori Kopelman

Norma Wellington Koster 
& Bernie Koster

The Kravic Family

Rita Krell and Family

Lee Langbaum

Merrill & Gary Langsam & 
Family

The Lash Family

The Lavin Family

Judith & Martin Lebson

Drs. Richard & Wendy 
Hurst Levine & Family

Lori Lieberman

Roslyn & Herman 
Lieberman

Carolyn Lieblich

Joan and Gerry Litzky

Rita J. Merendino

The Messer Family

Adam and Natalya 
Michaels

Elissa, Ken, Jordin & 
Mason Miller

Tara, Harris, and Logan 
Miller

Yale Mitchel & Sharon 
Molinas

Lorrie & Jarrod Nadel

Miriam & Ben Nelson

Bonnie Notis

The Ostfeld Family

The Pavell Family

Maxine and Robert 
Peckar

Jo Ann Hassan Perlman

Leslie & Mitchell 
Perlmutter & Family

Arleen & Gary Post

Rica and Jack Rabinowitz

Louann & Allan Reed and 
Family

Hilda Reutlinger

The Rosens: Penny, Dave, 
Jake, Zack & Jolie

Shelly Rosenberg

The Ross Family

The Sands Family

Debbie & Hal Satnick

Carrie and Robert 
Schachter and Family

Burton & Shelah Scherl

Elisa & Jeffrey Schwartz

Barbara and Richard 
Selman

Shirley Shapiro

Julie Sheppard

Dara Silver

Arthur Sinensky & Debra 
Oremland

Karen and Gary Singer & 
Family

Strahl Family

The Sudnow Family

The Toback Family

Oscar & Rosemarie 
Tevelow

Rebeca Vogel

The Wasserlauf Family

Wendy Ward

Paula Weiler

The Weintraub Family

Fran & Josh Weingast 
and Family

Arleen Weissman

Judy Wilson

The Winograd Family

Marcy & Paul Whitman

The Winters Family

The Wolfer Family

Dennis & Ilise 
Zimmerman Posen

Ms. Lynn Zimmering

The Zingler Family

Shelly & Seth Zukoff & 
Family

sistERhOOd
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Book club Meeting

thurs nov 6 at 7:30 pm

to register,  

please contact:

Jill besnoy 

mothergus@aol.com

sharon fredman  

sharonfredman@yahoo.com

 
sisterhood Meetings 
monday, sept 8th 
monday, oct 6th 
monday, nov 3rd 
minyan at 7:00pm 
meeting to follow 

 
women’s study group 
w/ Rabbi Kirshner 
10:30am on fridays 
at temple emanu-el 
 
sept 5 feb 6 
oct 24 mar 6 
nov 7  apr 24 
dec 5  may 15 
Jan 9 
 
 
all Classes Will begin 

pRomptlY at 10:30am 

 
sisterhood Movie Event 
sunday, nov 16th at 9:00 am 
 
Join us for a special viewing  
of “nicky’s family” 
 
$18 per person includes  
a light breakfast 
 
RsVp to events@templeemanu-el.com

sistERhOOd EVENts

sushi (and Vodka)  
in the sukkah-  
ladies only
 
Join the sisterhood of temple emanu-el for sushi and Vodka  
in the sukkah.
 

when: October 13, 2014 at 8 - 10 pM. 
 
the night promises to be one of those can’t-miss events.  
stay tuned for additional details. 
 
for questions, call  
Ruth Yung (201-696-6500) or  
sara levinson (201-638-8182).

sushi (and Vodka) in the sukkah - Ladies Only 

 

name: _______________________________________________________

phone: _______________________________________________________

email:_________________________________________________________

# of people attending:___________________________________________

sistERhOOd
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flowers for Yom tov

Order Flowers For your holiday table From sisterhood

For more information: stacey Faske 201.390.4220 or faskefive@gmail.com

place order by september 19th

email: faskefive@gmail.com 

mail: sisterhood of temple emanu-el 

180 piermont Rd, Closter, nJ 07624  

fax: (201) 750-1894

Your name: _________________________________________________

address:____________________________________________________

phone: __________________ email:_____________________________

 i am ordering for my home

 (Delivery will be to the address above, Bergen County only)

 i am sending the flowers to:  

 (Delivery in Bergen County only)

Your name_________________________________________________

address____________________________________________________

phone __________________ email_____________________________

note to include_____________________________________________

please choose:   

a$60 5x5 square           

B $60 oblong

c $70 6x6 square

d $85 large tall

 
please make checks payable to sisterhood of temple emanu-el. all orders must be placed 

and pre-paid by september 3. delivery charges included. pictured flowers are representation  

of size and arrangement. actual flowers are based on availability from israel. if you would  

like to place more than one order, please make multiple copies of this ad.

a

B

c

d
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sisterhood annual  
membership breakfast
sunday, October 19th at 9:15am

a Celebration of yOU!  
 
please join us for a fun morning with old and new friends.   
 
sisterhood members and non-members Welcome.   
 
light breakfast will be served.  lots of schmoozing guaranteed!   
 
a great way to let us know what You want from your temple sisterhood.   
We hope to welcome new blood and new ideas to help make 5775 the best year ever! 

mishpachah  
family
2014-2015 (5775) annual torah Fund campaign is underway!

Your contribution strengthens & perpetuates Conservative/masorti Judaism

as a token of our appreciation, you will receive the 5775 pin  
with your donation of $180 or more

Checks made payable to “torah fund” can be mailed to the temple office

debbie guedalia  201.394.6002

stefanie Rosner   201.805.1585

torah fund Co-Chairs

sistERhOOd
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2013-2014

Jeanine corrubia
at 201.750.9997
corrubia@templeemanu-el.com

Temple Emanu-El  
NewsletterTEN

to advertise in the TEN please contact
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to advertise in the TEN please contact
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Since 1957 Owens Group has provided clients with quality insurance 
products and caring, professional service. We are a family business 
and see our staff, clients and community as an extension of our family. 
Our knowledgeable team of advisors is dedicated to providing 
individual, family and corporate clients with creative and carefully 
tailored insurance solutions. 

PEOPLE 
PROTECTING
PEOPLE

©2013 Owens Group. All rights reserved.

owensgroup.com 1.800.26.COVER   |   Englewood Cli�s, NJ 

Insurance
For more information contact: 
Denise Kligman  |  dkligman@owensgroup.com
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